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ABSTRACT 

Odishawith its historic antiquities and many religious monuments,is a place of attraction for the tourists, historians, 

archeologists and architects from all over India and abroad. The history of temple activity in this statecan be clearly 

understood, through the series of beautiful temples existing between 6
th

 to 16
th

century in an unbroken continuity, under 

the various ruling dynasties. The Odishan temples are remarkable in their plans and elevations. These temples survived 

for about two thousand years, providing a varied and interesting study to the students of 

history/archeology/historians/architects. Different aspects of Odishan temples has been unraveled by different 

scholarsand historians, through their studies since last two centuries;but no study has been found which address the 

development of the plan forms in the temples of Odisha. Ancient Canons and works of some researchers discuss the 

probable methodology for development of plan forms but a holistic approach to this is felt necessary. This paper looks 

for an appropriate measurement unit that might have been used for the generation for the plan form of temples of 

Odisha. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Odisha with its historic antiquities and many religious monuments, is a place of attraction for the tourists, 

historians, archeologists and architects from all over India and abroad. ―The Orissan temples are famous all 

over the world for the unique architectural characteristics and sculptural stylesaid to represent, the ―Kalinga 

style‖ of architecture‖ (Behera, 1993). The history of temple activity can be clearly understood through the 

series of beautiful temples existing between 6
th
 to 16

th
century in an unbroken continuity, under the various 

ruling dynasties. The early phase of the Odishan temple architecture commenced around 6
th
 century A.D. and 

the form of the temples became standardised by the 11
th
 century A.D. with the construction of the Lingaraja 

temple at Bhubaneswar. The ultimate climax became clearly visible with the construction of the Konark 

temple in 13
th
 century, which is supposed to be one of the finest expression of theKalinga style of architecture.  

 

PLAN FORM OF TEMPLES 

The temples of Odisha are remarkable in its plans and elevations (Sahoo,2012). Odishan temple architecture 

has travelled through four phases namely Formative Phase (6th-9th century A.D.), Transitional Phase (9th-

11th century A.D.), Mature Phase (11th-13thcentury A.D.), Phase of decadence (14th – 16th century A.D.) 

During these Phases ,three main types of temples were constructed. Namely: ―Rekhadeula‖, ―Pidhadeula‖ and 

―Khakaradeula‖. As observed in Odishan temples, the plan form of ―Rekhadeula‖ type of temples are of 

various types, namely:―Trirathadeula‖ (external wall having three offsets), ―Pancharathadeula‖ (external wall 

having five offsets), and ―Saptarathadeula‖ (external wall having seven offsets)(Parashar&Bandyopadhyay, 
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2016). Most of the temples are seen to have square or rectangular shape in plan, creating a commonality in 

their plan forms. Tracing the development of the plan forms of temples through the phases one observes that, 

during the Formative phase the temples had plan with only the ―GarbhaGriha‖(sanctum sanctorum), these are 

mostly of ―Triratha‖ type. Later on, in the ―Pancharatha‖ temples, the ―Jagamohana‖ (pillared hall) also 

became an additional feature, axially arranged with the ―GarbhaGriha‖. In the Mature phase, in order to meet 

the growing need of the rituals, the ―Natamandapa‖ (dancing hall) and the ―Bhogamandapa‖ (hall of 

offerings) were also added to the ―Jagamohana‖axially.  

 

CONTRIBUTION OF VARIOUS SCHOLARS ON THE ODISHAN TEMPLES: 

The temples that are scattered over various parts of Odisha endows with, sufficient amount of material for a 

person, to study the evolution of Kalinga style of temple architecture. Different aspects of Odishan temple has 

been unravelled by different scholarsand historians, through their studies since last two centuries. Many 

scholars viz. A. Sterling, James Fergusson, RajendraLalMitra, M. M. Ganguly etc. have described the temples 

by giving a general description of temples some stating the chronology of the temples, few others also tried to 

sketch some temples, from the photographs taken by them. The ―Cannons of OrissanAchitecture‖ by N.K. 

Bose is a study of religious structures of Odisha  which was the outcome of the compilation of facts of 

different types of Odishan temples and the measurements used for different components of temples,their 

specifications derived from ―Bhuvanapradipa— a treatise of Odishan architecture and Silpasastra‖. Inspite of 

thisthe work was unable to throw light on evolution of various features of temple architecture. Again, Thomas 

E. Donaldson, A. N. Parida, K. S. Behera, K. C. Panigrahi have made their contribution towards the art, 

architecture and iconography of the temples of Odisha. Some researchers have tried to analyse the the temples 

of Odisha geometrically using- slenderness ratio, plan area ratio etc. Thus all the above mentioned scholars or 

historians have given a general discussion about the temples but they fail to explain the actual method 

involved for the evolution or development, of the planform of the temples of Odisha, (Mohanty, 2013) . 

 

Tools used in the Ancient Period: 

VastuSastra:  

During the ancient period, people who built Hindu temples, developed ―Vastu-Sastra‖ (science of dwelling) as 

manuals for temple architecture. As per the ―Vastu-Sastra‖, the design of a Hindu temple is supposed to 

follows a geometrical shape called ―Vastu-Purusha-Mandala‖ also called a ―Yantra‖, having a metaphysical 

square plan . The four cardinal directions form two axes of the temples with the temple facing East direction. 

The mandalas are further divided into squares called ―padas‖. These are also named differentlydepending on 

the number of padas present, for example, ―Swastika‖(single pada), ―Puspaka‖(4 padas), ―Nanda‖(9 padas), 

―Sodasaksa‖(16 padas) and so on extending up to ―Bhadra‖(100 padas) (Shukla, 1995) .The Angula(finger) 

being the standard unit of measurement, measuring 3/4th of an inch (Shukla, 1995), and again 1 angula, 2 

angulas, 3 angulas being defined by different names.  

Canons of Orissan Architecture 

According to N.K.Bose (1932), the basic form of the temple was a square and in order to make them appear 

different from each other, a methodology was followed which involved addition, subtraction or sometimes 

multiplication of the basic unit of underlying grid, to reach the final form. Here the author also mentions that 

the details regarding different parts of temple were deliberately kept in cryptic form. At many places one finds 

numerals like 5, 7, etc. besides a ―term‖. This actually denoted, 5 times the length of some other object and 

only an experienced craftsmen were supposed to know what it really stood for.The units of measurement 

mentioned in his book were the ―angula‖ which was presumed to be of the Viswakarma, who was the chief 

architect of the temple. Thus the unit of measurement in the ancient Canons remain obscure to the present 

researcher.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vastu_shastra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vastu_shastra
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Tools used in Modern period: 

Shape Grammar: 

This is a method of generating design by using primitive shapes and the rules of interaction between them. 

Shape grammar is about defining spatial relationships, so they can be applied to architecture. It consists of a 

set of shapes that defines the language of shapes. This tool is mainly used for two purposes:- 

(a) For analysis of the existing forms 

(b) Synthesis to derive new forms 

This generative system of shapes help to define a form as shown in Fig 1. 

 

 

Fig 1: steps followed in deriving the possible results using shape, relation and rule (Kazjon Grace 

DECO2013) 

 

 

Fig 2: Generating the plan form of Palladian Villa using shape grammar (Stiny& Mitchell, 1987) 
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The Fig 2 shows, how shape grammar is used as a tool, to generate the plan form of Palladian villas (Stiny& 

Mitchell, 1987) . Plan of any building can be determined similarly, by determining whether there is a 

sequence of rule application, that generates its plan and not only this, the plans of buildings not existing can 

also be generated by using shape grammar. 

Fractals:  

A fractal is a mathematical set,that typically displays self similar patterns, which means they are "the same 

from near as from far‖. Fractals provide a description of, much around us that is rough and fragmented 

objects. Architects have used Fractal Geometry as a shape design instrument.  

Fractal Geometry in architecture are mainly of three types: 

                   1. Conceptual method: This uses fractal geometry and its concept as a guiding element  

to its theories. This method provides a theoretical solution that ultimately influences       

the final form.  

                   2. Geometric-mathematical methods: which uses scheme of counting squares to calculate 

the Fractal dimension. This method is used to analyze the existing building also. 

                   3. Geometric – intuitive method: This uses the geometry as inspiration for creative  

expression 

 

 

Fig 3: Application of geometric- mathematical method on KandariyaMahadeva Temple (IasefMdRian, 

Jin-Ho Park, HyungUkAhn, July, 2006) 

 

Fig 3 shows how amethod of Fractals, have been applied to study the KandariyaMahadeva Temple 

(IasefMdRian, Jin-Ho Park, HyungUkAhn, July, 2006). It is also used to determine the Fractal structure of the 

cities, building geometry and design pattern and to develop a structural system according to the mathematical 

theory of Fractals. 
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Space syntax 

Another method for describing and analyzing the relationships between spaces of urban areas and buildingsis 

called as space syntax (Klarqvist, 1993). It talks about social logical and the relationship between spaces. Here 

the spaces are understood as voids(streets, squares, rooms, fields etc.) between walls, fences and other 

impediments or obstructions that restrain(pedestrian) traffic and /or the visual field. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Thus all the methods discussed above, have been used in one way or the other for development of a new plan 

or analyzing an existing plan of any type of building be it commercial, residential, religious etc.In seems that, 

when temples were built, they might have followed some canons of ancient architecture which are obscure to 

the present generation. The canons also say that measurements were in terms of ―Angula‖ and the size of the 

―Angula‖ also varied from one sample to another.The ―Vastu-Sastra‖used a very different system of 

measurement which do not match with the measurement system followed today. Thus to understand the real 

geometry hidden in the plan forms of the Odishan temples it is imperative to understand the ―units‖ with 

which the temple geometry was formed in the time when temples were constructed. 

 

PROCEDURE 

The samples of ―Triratha‖, ―Pancharatha‖ and ―Saptaratha‖ temples were selected belonging to the different 

phases: Laxmaneswar Temple (―Triratha‖), Mukteswar Temple (―Pancharatha‖) and Bakreswar Temple 

(―Saptaratha‖) were selected. To find out the underlying ―grid‖ of the plan form of temples, a detailed 

measured drawing of the temples were done. After drafting the plan using CAD software a suitable grid was 

found to match with the size of the ―GarbhaGriha‖ and the external offsets.When the plan of the temple was 

superimposed on their respective grid, it showed that all the offsets of the wall matched with their respective 

grid as shown in the Fig 4 below. 

 

ANALYSIS 

In the ―Saptaratha‖ temples a uniformity of the underlying grid was observed in the samples collected and the 

dimension of the grid was found to be 153mm. In the ―Pancharatha‖ temples the underlying grid was found to 

be 154mm,  and150mm with minor variationsin different samples. Whereas in the ―Triratha‖ temples the unit 

of grid was found out to be 172.8mm, 187.5mm and 291.4mm in the samples taken. 

 

Fig 4: Plans showing grid sizeof “Triratha”, “Pancharatha” and “Saptaratha” as per the analysis done 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vastu_shastra
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CONCLUSION: 

Today, in order to restore the disintegrating Odishantemples, to propagate religious architecture, to keep the 

religious instincts of the people alive a method needs to be devised  that will help to regenerate the plan of the 

temples that are in ruins or have been destroyed and also construction of the similar type of temples as existed 

in ancient times can be possible. The basic underlying grid system of all the three types of Odishan temples 

the ―Triratha‖, ―Pancharatha‖ and ―Saptaratha‖ were deciphered. It seems that during the Formative Phase the 

standard unit of measurement variedmore with the samples, which got more or less uniform as one moves 

towards the Transition Phase and the Mature Phase. Thus this methodology developed,will be helpful in 

generating the planform of all types of Odishan temple. This research will open a new avenue to study History 

of architecture with respect to the temple of Odisha. 
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